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Let X be separable, completely metrizable, and dense in itself. We show that if X admits a 
triple (D,. Da, h) of two countable dense subsets D, and D, and a homeomorphism h:X\D, -+ 
X\D,, satisfying some special properties, then there is a rigid subspace A of X such that A is 
homeomorphic to X\A = h[A]; for X = R, such a triple is shown to exist. 
Math. Subj. Class. (1980): 54620, 54C99 
1. introduction 
The aim of this paper is to construct a rigid* subspace A of R such that A is 
homeomorphic to its complement; this answers a question asked in [9] by Jan van 
Mill. In [9] it was shown that the circle S’ can be partitioned into two homeomorphic 
rigid parts. The construction depends on the existence of a fixed point-free involution 
on the space, i.e. a homeomorphism f: S’ + S* such that f2 = id and such that for 
no xESl,f(x)=x. 
Since the real line does not admit such a homeomorphism, the proof in [9] cannot 
be applied to obtain a partition of W into homeomorphic rigid parts. 
If f is an autohomeomorphism of R, and A c R is rigid, then f[A] # R\A, since 
otherwise f[R\A] = A and f would be a fixed point-free involution. Hence, if we 
want to construct a rigid subspace of R which is homeomorphic to its complement, 
we should choose the homeomorphism in such a way that it cannot be extended to 
an autohomeomorphism of 68. In fact, for our construction we shall need a homeo- 
morphism as described in the following theorem, which shall be proved in Section 4. 
* A space is called rigid if the identity is its only autohomeomorphism. 
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1.1 Theorem. There exist two countable dense subsets D,, Dz c R and a homeo- 
morphism h: R\D, + W\Dz such that the following hold: 
(i) D, n D2 = 0; 
(ii) h[D,] = D,; 
(iii) hk : R\( D, u D2) + W\( D, u Dz) has no fixed points for k E Z\(O); 
(iv) for even k > 0, and U open in R\D,, the restriction of hk to U\D, cannot be 
continuously extended over U. 
Using techniques from [2], [6] and [9], this homeomorphism will be used in Section 
3 to obtain the decomposition: 
1.2. Theorem. Let h be as in Theorem 1.1. Then there exists a rigid subspace A c R 
such that h[A] = R\A. 
Our main debt is to J. van Mill; his influence pervades the paper. Also I would 
like to thank I. Moerdijk and A.B. Paalman-de Miranda for helpful comments. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let f: X + Y be a function; the domain and range of f will be denoted by dom( f) 
and ran(f), respectively; if A c X, then fl A denotes the restriction of f to A; 
f:X = Y and XL Y will mean that f is a homeomorphism between X and Y. 
Cardinals are initial ordinals, and an ordinal is the set of its predecessors; the 
cardinality of a set A is denoted by IAl; w = (0, 1,2,. . . } is the first infinite ordinal. 
We will use the following classical results: 
2.1. Theorem. (Lavrentieff [4], see also [3, Theorem 4.3.211). Let X and Y be 
completely metrizable, and let A c X, B c Y. Let h: A = B. Then h is extendable to 
a homeomorphism h’ : A’ = B’ between G6’s A’ 2 A, B’ 1 B of X and Y respectively. 
2.2. Theorem. (Bourbaki and Dieudonne [l], see also [3, Ex. 3.2A]). Let A be 
dense in X, and let Y be regular. If a function f: A + Y can be continuously extended 
to fx : A u {x} + Y for each x E X\A, then f = UxaX,,_, f* is a continuous extension off 
3. The decomposition 
Throughout this section, D,, Dz and h will be as in Theorem 1.1. For x E 
‘ND, u R), put 
V(x) ={h*‘(x): k E Z}. 
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Note that for such x, V(h(x)) is also well-defined. Put 
%={f: dam(f) Iran(f),dom(f) and ran(f) are Gg’s of R 
and 1(x E dom(f)\(D, u Dz): f(x) E V(x))1 = 2”). 
Since IS/ S 2”, we can enumerate 59 as {fu: a < 2”). Inductively, we will find points 
x, E R, for (Y < 2”, such that the following hold: 
(T) x,aU{V(f,(x,)):p~a}uU{V(h(Xp)):P~~cY)U~1u~Z 
(T?) fU(.~~)~U{V(Xp):P~~}uUIV(h(fp(~p))):P~~}u~,u~2 
Suppose xp has been defined for P < LY < 2”; put 
S={xEdom(f,):f,(x)e V(x)}. 
Since IS/ = 2” and since D,, Dz and each V(x) are countable, there exists an Sic S 
such that ]S,I=2” and for all XES,, x~lJ{V(f~(x~)):~<(~}u 
lJ{V(h(x,)): p < (Y}U D,u Dz. Since f= is a homeomorphism, we can find 
0# s,c s, such that for each XE sz, f&)~UW(xB):P<&J 
U{ V(h(fp(.xp))): P < a)u D, u Dz. Pick x, E Sz. Since f=(x,)f? V(x,), also 
x, & V(f,(x,)); and since hk has no fixed point for k f0, x, e V(h(x,)) and 
fa(x,) rz V(h(f,(x,))); hence x, is as required. 
Now put X=u{V(x,): (~<2~}uU{V(h(f,(x,)): (Y<~~}uD: and 
~~={A~IR:X~A;A~~[A]=~;VXEA\(D,UDJ: V(x)cA}. 
3.1. Lemma. X E &. 
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to show that X n h[X] = 0. Suppose to the contrary that 
{x, h(x)}c X First note that Di n X =0, whence x& Dz since h[DJ = D,. Also, 
ran(h) = R\Dz, hence h(x) e Dz. If x = hzk(x,) for some k E Z, (Y < 2”, then for some 
m E h and p < 2”, either h(x) = hZk+‘(x,) = h2”(xp) or h(x) = h”+l(x=) = 
h ‘““(fp(xa)), contradicting (t), (t-t). So x=hZk”(fa(x,)) for some kEh and 
(Y<2-. But both h(x)= h 2’k”‘(fm(x,)) = hzm(xp) and h(x) = h”k’l’(f,(x,)) = 
h *““(fp(xp)) (for some m EZ, /3 ~2”) contradict (T), (VI’). 
Now apply Zorn’s lemma to obtain a maximal element A of Sp. 
3.2. Theorem. Au h[A] = R; hence {A, R\A} is a decomposition of !R into home& 
morphic parts. 
Proof. Suppose x e’ A. If x E D,, then x E h[DJ c h[A], and we are done; so assume 
x e D,. Then V(x) is well-defined and A s A u V(x), whence Au V(x) E .d. It 
follows that (Au V(x)) n h[A u V(x)] # 0. So take b E Au V(x) such that h(b) E 
Au V(x). Note that b NZ D, u D2. 
Case I: bEA. Since AE&, h(b)E V(x). Hence XE h[V(b)]c h[A]. 
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Case 2: b E V(x). Since hk has no fixed points for k f 0, h(b) E A; hence x E 
V(b) = h[V(h(b))]c h[A]. 
The following lemma states ome basic properties of A; it corresponds to Lemma’s 
3.2(a), 3.3 and 3.4 of [6]. For sake of completeness, an outline of the proof is given. 
3.3. Lemma. (a) A intersects every Cantor ser K of R. 
(b) If iJ is a non-empty open subset of A and 9 a countable family of nowhere dense 
subsets of A, then 1 U\lJSI = 2”. 
(c) If f: A+ A is a homeomorphism, then 1(x E A\D,: f(x) & V(x)}] < 2”. 
Sketch of proof. (a) Let K. be a Cantor set contained in K\(D, u Dz); if fol : K,, = K’, 
where K’ is a Cantor set disjoint from Uk& h*‘[K,J. then x, E K n A. 
(b) % ={ClnD: DE 9) is a family of nowhere dense sets of R, since A is dense 
in 88 by (a). If U = U’n A, U’ openc R, then U’\lJi4 contains 2” disjoint Cantor 
sets; apply (a). 
(c) If not, by 2.1 f can be extended to some f0 E 3. Since x, E A, fa (x,) = f (x,) E A; 
but also fa(x,)=hh-*hfa(xa)E h[V(h(f,(x,)))]c h[X]c h[A], contradicting An 
h[A] = 0. 
We will now prove the Main Theorem: 
3.4. Theorem. A is rigid. 
Proof. Suppose f: A + A is a homeomorphism. We have to show that f = id. By 
3.3(c), ]{xEA\D~: f(x)g V(x)}l<2”. Put Ek ={xcA\Dz: f(x)= h2k(x)} for kcE. 
Then iA\Uw &I <2”, so by 3.3(b), Int &‘#(b for some k’EZ (where Int and - 
are taken in A). First suppose k’ > 0. Since A n D1 = 0, Int &’ = U n A for some 
open subset U of R\Di. Now Eke is dense in U n A and hence in U. 
For XE u\Ek8, define g,: Ek~u{x}+R by gXIEkV= flEkv= hZk’IEk, and g,(x) = 
f(x) if x E D2, gX(x) = hzk’(x) if x E D2. Then each g, is a continuous extension of 
hZk’ I&, ~0 8 = ux, [/\E~. & is continuous by Theorem 2.2. Hence g is a continuous 
extension of hZk’l( U\D,) over U, contradicting Theorem l.l(iv). Now suppose 
k’ < 0. Note that for each k, f[Ek] = {x E A\D2: f-‘(x) = h-2k(x)), and f[{x E A\D2: 
f(x)& v(x)}]={x~A\D~: f-‘(x),@ V(x)}. Also, Intm]=fiInt &]#0; hence we 
can apply the same construction as above with f replaced by f-l, Ekv by f[Ek,] and 
hZk’ by h-2k’, and we must conclude that k’ = 0. So for k # 0, & is nowhere dense 
in A. By 3.3(b), t V\UkEZ\{O) Ekl = 2” for v openc A, whereas Iv\ukEZ &I < 2”; 
so E0 is dense in A, and f =id. 
4. The homeomorphism 
In this section, we will prove Theorem 1.1. We start with the definition of D1 
and D2. 
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4.1. Definition. Dz = { k(f)‘: k E Z, I < w} and D, = Dz+$. 
It will be convenient to regard Dz as having been constructed in countably many 
steps, by subsequently adding ‘endpoints of middle thirds’: 
1 I I I 0 Dz(O) 
-1 0 1 2 
Note that D*(I) is obtained from Dz(f - 1) by adding the points (3k + l)(f)’ and 
(3k+2)(f)‘, for kEi2. 
4.2. Lemma. II1 n D2 = 0. 
Proof. Trivial. 
The homeomorphism h of Theorem 1.1 will be defined as a limit of homeomorph- 
isms. For convenience, denote by f0,6: (a, b) = (a, b) the homeomorphism defined 
by fn,6(x) = a + b-x. 
4.3. Definition. (a) h,: R\D2= R\Dz is the homeomorphisms defined by 
ifxE(k, k+l) forsome kE2h: . 
If xe(k, k-t-l) for some kE22+1; 
(b) for 12 1, h, : R\Dz = R\D, is the homeomorphism defined by 
X if x&((3k+l)($)‘, (3k+2)(f)‘) 
for all k E h; 
h,(x) = 
f(3k+l)(f)‘.(3k+Z)(~) 1 l(x) if xE((3k+l)($)‘, (3k+2)(f)‘) 
for some kch; 
(c) h; :R\D, = R\D2 is the homeomorphism defined by h;(x) = h, 0 * * - 0 hl 0 h,(x). 
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It is easily seen that the homeomorphisms defined above are indeed autohomeo- 
morphisms of &I\&. Observe that each h’ is an involution. 
4.4. Lemma. (a) For each XEIR\&, (hl(x))z=,, is a Cuuchy sequence converging 
to a point G(x) of R\Dz. 
(b) fi: W\& --, IF!\& is continuous. 
Proof. (a) Put h;(x) = y; then [h;(x)- h;+,(x)1 = jy- h,+,(y)1 c (4)““. From this 
it immediately follows that (hL( x)>zzO is Cauchy; call its limit K(x). Suppose 
K(x) = k(f)‘. Since hi( Dz, h;(x) E (p(f)‘, (p+ l)(i)‘) for some PE B. Then A(x) E 
M$)‘, (p+l)(f)‘l, hence kEbp+lI. 
Case 1: 3n>ElqEH: hL_,(x)E((3q+l)(f)“, (3q+2)($“). Then L(x)E 
[(3q+ l)(f)“, (3q+2)(f)“]c (p(f)‘, (p+l)(f)‘), so L(x) f k(f)‘, a contradiction. 
Case 2: Not Case 1. But then K(x) = h;(x) g Dz, contradiction. We conclude that 
A(x) ‘z Dz. 
(b) Let XER\&, and e>O. Let k E Z, I < o be such that G(x) E 
(k(f)‘, (k + l)(f)‘) = V c (6(x) - E, A(x) + E). Let q be such that h;(x) E 
(q(f)‘, (q+ l)(f)‘); then L(x) E (q(f)‘, (q+ l)(f)‘) so q = k. Put U = (hi)-‘[ V\D,]. 
Then i[ U] = V\D*c (6(x) - E, 6(x) + E). So h’ is continuous. 
4.5. Lemma. (a) Zf (q(f)‘z, (q+l)($)‘z)c (p($)‘l,(p+l)(f)‘l), Iz> II, then 3q’EZ 
such that h’,[(q(f)‘z, (q+ l)(f)~)\&]= (q’($)G, (q’+ l)(#)\&. Furthermore, q = 
3k+l for some kcZ iff q’=3k’+l for some k’EZ. 
(b) For all k E Z, 1~ w, K(f+ k(f)‘) = hi(i+ k(g)‘) =$+ k’(3)’ for some k’E B. 
Proof. (a) If I,> 0 and p # 3k+ 1 for any k E Z, or if I, =0 and p is even, 
then q’ = q; otherwise, h’,[(q(f)4. (q + l>(f>4>\W = (VP+ l)(#-(q + l)(#, 
(2p+l)(~)‘~-q($)4)\D,=(((2p+1)3’~-’~-q-l)($)’~, ((2p+1)3’2-‘1-q)(f)“)\Dz; 
so put q’ = (2~ + 1)3 ‘z-‘l- q - 1. The second statement is obvious. 
(b) For PE Z and is 1, hi($+p($)‘) =$+p($)’ or h’(i+p(f)‘)=(2~+1)($)‘-$- 
p($)‘=f+((2s+1)3’-‘-3’-p)(f)‘forsomes~$:.Hence h;($+k(f)‘)=$+k’(&‘for 
some k’E Z. For each i> I, $+ k’(j)’ is the midpoint of the interval (i+ k’(f)‘- 
f($)i,;+k’($)‘+&f)i)=((k’. 3’-‘+4(3’-l))(f)‘, (k’ . 3’-‘+$(3’+1))($)‘) =(ki(f)‘, 
(k’+l)($)‘) for ki= k’ * 3’-‘+$(3’-1). Hence hi($+k’(i)‘)=i+ k’(j)’ for all i> 1, 
so L($+ k(f)‘) = h’,(++ k(i)‘) =;+ k’(f)‘. 
We need one more lemma before coming to the definition of our homeo- 
morphism h. 
4.6. Lemma. (a) For all n, h; is an involution. 
(b) h’ is an involution. 
Proof. (a) Clearly, it suffices to show, that for 0 < 1,~ 12, h’, 0 h, = h, 0 h’,. So let 
xE(W\& say xc (q($)‘2, (q+l)(f)4) c (p(f)‘l, (p+ 1)(3)‘1). 
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Case 1: I, > 0 and p # 3k+ 1 for any k E Z, or I, = 0 and p is even. Then since 
IX, &(x)}c (&)‘I, (P+ l)(#L h,(x) =x and h,(h2(x)) = h2(x). 
Case 2: Not Case 1. 
2a: q# 3s+l for any SE,??. Then hlz(x) =x, so h,,(h,Z(x))=h,,(x). By Lemma 
4.5(a), h,,(x)~(q’(f)‘z,(q’+l)(f)4) for some q’#3s+l for any SEZ; hence 
h&,(x)) = h,,(x). 
2b: q=3s+l for some ski?. Then h,,(h,~(~))=h,,((2q+l)(f)‘~-x)= 
(2p+l)(f)‘l-(2q+l)(f)‘z+x; and h,,(h,~(x))=hlz((2p+1)(4)‘1-x)=(2q’+l)(f)’z- 
(2p+ l)($‘l+x, where 4’= (2p+ 1)$2-‘1- q- 1 (see the proof of Lemma 4.5(a)). 
It is easy to check now that h,,(h,,(x)) = h,?(h,,(x)). 
(b) By Lemma 4.5(b), (c)‘(i+ k(i)‘) = h(h;(t+ k(f)‘)) = &(t+ k’(t)‘) = h;($+ 
k’($)‘)=(hi)2(i+k(f)‘)=$+k($)1 by (a). Hence (G)‘]D,=id, hence (fi)‘=id. 
Now denote by t,:R ~58 the homeomorphism defined by r”(x) =x+5; since 
to[D,]=D2, we can put t=4,l(W\D,) and define h:R\D,+R\D2 by h=Lot. We 
claim that h is as required. 
4.7. Theorem. (a) h[D,] = D,. 
(b) h is a homeomorphism. 
Proof. (a) Since t[D2]= DI, it suffices to show that L[D,]= D,. From 4.5(b) it 
follows that l$D,]c D1, hence by 4.6(b), (h)‘[D,] = D, c I’$D,]. 
(b) By 4.6(b) h’ is a bijection with inverse fi, and the result follows from Lemma 
4.4(b). 
Since h is a homeomorphism of W\D, and R\Dz, and since h[D,]= D1 by 4.7(a), 
hk is a well-defined autohomeomorphism of W\(D, u Dz). 
4.8. Theorem. For k E Z\(O), hk does not hate any fixed points. 
Proof. Obviously, we can restrict ourselves to positive k. Now h[( n, +)\( D, u D2)] = 
~[(n+~-+)\(D,uD2)]~(n+1,+)\(D,uD2) for any n~h. Hence if XE 
R\(D,uD,),sayx~(n,n+l), n~h, then hk(x)c(n+k,-,), sohk(x)#x. 
So far, we have proved (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 1.1. For part (iv), we shall 
use ternary expansions. 
Note that each x E R can be written as ET=,, k;(f)‘, with k, E E and ki E (0, 1,2} for 
i> 0; for x E[W\D*, this expansion is unique; for x E Dz, the sum can always be 
chosen to be a finite sum. CT=,, ki(f)’ will frequently be denoted by kokl * * * k, * * * . 
4.9. Definition. If x = C:=,, k;(i)‘, with ki as above, then #(x) = I{i s n: ki is odd)l. 
4.10. Lemma. (a) For all js n, #(Ii”=, ki(f)‘) . ueuenifl#(~~+, k,(f)‘+(f)‘) isodd. 
(b) If n is odd, then #(I;=, ki($‘) is even ifl #(c:=0 (ki+ l)(f)‘) is ecen. 
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Proof. Of course we can assume that k, E H, k, E (0, 1,2} for i > 0. 
(a) The case n = 0 is trivial, so suppose the lemma is proved for m G n. Since 
#(I::; ki($)‘+(f)‘)=#(ri=, k,(~)‘+(f)‘)+#(~:_:L,, k;(f)‘), we can restrict our- 
selves to the case j=n+l. Let ~~~~ ki(~)i+(f)““=C~~~ ki($)i with k;EZ, kjc 
(0, 1,2} for i> 0. If k,,+, = 0 resp. 1 then k’,,, = 1 resp. 2 and we are done; if 
k “+, = 2, then kl+, = 0 and #(I,“=; ki(~)‘+(f)““)=#(~ln=o k,(f)‘+(f)“) is odd iff 
#(~~=,, k (f)‘) = #(Cyzi ki(f)‘) is even. 
(b) Immediate from (a). 
Now suppose U is open CR, and let k E Z, I < w be such that [k(f)‘, (k + l)(f)‘] c 
U; without loss of generality, we may assume that 1 is even, and write p = k(i)’ = 
xf=, ki(f)‘, k,EZ, kiE{O, 1,2} for i>O. Fix m>O, and define y,,, as follows: 
Ym = I 
/?+($)I+’ if #( p) is even; 
p+2(f)‘+’ if #(p) is odd. 
In both cases, y,,, =~~zO ki(f)’ with n odd and #(y,,,) odd. Finally, put d, = 
ym+xE, 2(f)“+Zi+(f)“+2m+‘E &n U. 
i.e.d,,,=k,.*-k, 0 2*--O 2 1, 
with #(k. * - * k,) odd, n odd, and m pairs 0 2. 
We claim that h*” cannot be continuously extended over U\(Di u D2) u {d,}. 
Define two sequences (a,):=*, (b,)?&c U\(D, u Dz) by 
L1, = d, _(fln+*m+l+ f 2(i)n+2m+i+ f 2($)n+*m+*s+*i, 
i.e. 
_ 
i=* i=l 
a,= k. - * - k, 0 2 *. * 0 2 
L m pairs J 
and 
i.e. 
b, = d,+ f 2($)n+*m+Zs+Zi-I, 
i=l 
b,=k,-.- k, 02.m-02 
L m pairs J 
Clearly, (a,) and (b,) converge to 
lim,,, hzm( b,), if the second limit exists. 
0 2 *** 2 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 -**, 
L length 2s J 
10 *** 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 ***. 
L length 2s J 
d,. We claim that lim,,, h*“(a,)f 
For x =I:=“=, ki(f)‘, with k,Eh and kiE{O, 1,2} for i>O, define Tt(X) = ki and 
17,(X) = k, * * * ki (for x E D2, this definition is ambiguous but no confusion should 
arise). 
Now t(x) = CL,, (ki + l)(f)i; and an application of h’ to x amounts to the following: 
‘_ 
1: 7ro(h(x)) = 370(x); 
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2: if #(U,(x)) is even, then TT~+~(~(x)) = r.,+,(x); 
if #(L’,(X)) is odd, then =i+,(~(x))=2-a+,(x). 
Indeed, if n,(x) is odd (i.e.= 1 if j>O) then XE ((3k+l)($‘, (3k+2)($‘) for some 
k E z, and hence h,(x) =f~3k+l)~f~~.(3k+2)(~~ 1 J(X); thus, in the ternary expansion of x, 
each ki is replaced by 2-k, for i> j. Since for each i, #(ni(X))=#(n,(h,(~))), the 
value of 7ri+,( 6(x)) is only determined by the ‘number of odds’ in 17i(X). 
The following diagram shows the behaviour of the a, when h’ is applied; we use 
Lemma 4.10(b), and the fact that n is odd, #( k0 - - * k,) is odd and the sequence 
0 2 *.* 2 2 has even length (viz. 2s); 
a, = k, -a. k, 02.s.02 02...22 020202*** 
tC 
& 
K(t(a,)) 2 0 *** 2 0 2 1 a. * 1 0 202020.** 
Kz(h(a,)) 0 2 .a. 0 2 0 1 0.. 1 2 020202**. 
rC 
Lc 
17,((toh)(a,)) 2 0 a.. 2 0 2 o ..a o o 2 o 2 o 2 o a.0 
ZL(h2(a,)) 0 2 ..+ 0 2 0 2 ... 2 2 o 2 o 2 o 2 . . . 
Since #(I&,(h’(u,))) is still odd (Lemma 4.10(b)), the part of the diagram to the 
right of the line will be repeated if hZ is applied again. Hence 
K,(h”“(a,)) = K(h”“(az)) 
for all s, and 
hZm(a,)=~,,(hz”(a~)) o 2 .a. o 2 0 2 ... 2 2 o 2 o 2 o 2 ..a 
L m pairs J L length 2s _I 
and (h”“(u,)) converges to I&,(h2”(u2)) 0 2 * - * 0 2 1. 
A similar diagram can be used to investigate the action of h’” on b,; however, 
this time we have to consider 4 applications of h: 
b, = k,, .a- k, 02...0202 
rC 
l?,(t(b,)) 2 0 ... 2 0 2 0 kc 
II,,(h(b,)) 0 2 * .a 0 2 0 2 
tC 
L’,,((c~ h)(b,)) 2 0 * - - 2 0 2 0 Gc 
Zln(h2(b,>> 0 2 . . . 0 2 0 2 
tC 
I&,((?0 h2)(b,)> 2 0 *. * 2 0 2 1 Lc 
17,,(h3(bs)) 0 2 .a* 0 2 0 1 
rC 
2 0 . .- 2 0 1 2 
Gc 
fl,((to h’)(b,)) 
17,,(h4(bs)) 0 2 . . . 0 2 1 2 
10 a.0 00 202020*** 
2 1 *.* 12 020202*.* 
0 1 ..* 10 202020*.* 
12 **. 22 020202*.. 
1 2 *** 22 020202*** 
0 1 **a 10 202020..* 
0 1 a*. 10 202020.** 
1 2 a.* 22 020202*** 
10 .** 00 202020*** 
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To complete the proof we distinguish two cases: 
Case 1: m= 1. Then lim,,, h’(b,)=n,(h’(b,)) 0 2 2#I7”(h’(UJ) 0 2 l= 
lim,,, h’(a,). 
Case 2: m > 1. We first prove the following: 
Claim. Let * denote any (possibly empty) sequence 0 2 0 2 * * * 0 2 of pairs 0 2. 
Then for ran+4, x~R\(Zl,u&): If IZ,(x)=Z7,(x)*O 2 1 2, and both n and 
#(l7,(x)) are odd, then 17,-Jh’(x)) =U,(h’(x)) * 1 2; furthermore, #(f7,,(h’(x)) 
is still odd. 
Proof. Indeed, if x = x7=,, ki(i)‘, with k,, E Z, ki E (0, 1, 2) for i > 0, then a) U,( t( x)) = 
CI=,,(ki+l)(f)’ or b) fl,(t(~))=~~=,, (k,+l)($‘+(f)‘. If * denotes 02. * *02 (4 
pairs), let 0 denote 20 . . * 20 (q pairs). Then we have: 
U,(x) = II,,(x)*0 2 1 2 
/ 
0) 
n,(t(x))=n,(r(x))o 2 1 0 0 
\ 
D,(t(x)) 0 2 1 0 1 
ZI,(h(x)) =lI,(h(x)) * 0 1 0 0 U”(h(x)) *0 1 0 1 
Since n is odd, #(U,,(h(x)) is odd (use 4.10(b)), and we get the following diagram 
(where H, K stand for IZ,,((ro h)(x)) and K(h’(x)), respectively: 
Q(h(x)) = fl,,(h(x)) *0 1 0 0 fl,(h(x))*O 1 0 1 
a) 
I \ 
6) a) 
/ \ 
6) 
II,((toh)(x))=H01211 H01212 H01212 H01220 
Ii’,(h’(x))=K * 1 2 1 1 K*l2 10 X*12 10 K*1220 
Note that #(K) = #(U,(h’(x))) is still odd (Lemma 4.10(b)); this proves the 
claim. 
From the claim, and the diagram of the b,, it follows that U,,(h2”‘(bS)) = 
n,(hZm(b2)) for all s, and in fact, 17,,(hZ”‘(b2))=17,(h2”(u2)); and if (h2”(bS)) 
converges, then by successive applications of the claim, IIn+4(lims_m h*‘“(b,)) = 
I&,(hzm(b2)) 0 2 1 2#l&,(h”“(a2)) 0 2 0 2=l&,+,(lim,,,h’m(uS)),andweare 
done. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
5. Remarks 
(a) In Section 3, we did not use any special properties of R. Given a homeomorph- 
ism as in Theorem 1.1, with R replaced by X, the construction would give a partition 
of X into homeomorphic rigid parts for arbitrary separable, completely metrizable 
spaces X without isolated points. 
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(b) The sequence (h’“(b,)) of Section 4 is in fact convergent; indeed, two more 
applications of h in the diagram would yield that 
h6(!?,)=f7,(h6(b,)) 0 2 *** 0 2 12 10 11 0 *.. 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 a.*. 
Hence #(LInczm (h’( 6,))) is odd again, and the ‘tail’ of h”“( 6,) will be the same 
as the ‘tail’ of h*(b,), h’(6,) or hh(b,), depending on the value of 2m(mod 6). 
(c) In [2], a strongly homogeneous’ zero-dimensional subspace A of R was 
constructed with the following property: For some countable dense DC A, A\D is 
rigid. Using similar methods, a homogeneous’ subspace A of R can be constructed 
with the same property, and the property that R\A = A +n. It can be shown that, 
if D is chosen appropriately, then (A\D) u (D +TT) and (A +n)\(D + ?r) u D are 
also rigid, but not homeomorphic; this gives a decomposition of R’ into non- 
homeomorphic rigid parts. 
(d) So far, subspaces A of R with A -R\A have been constructed with one of 
the following properties: 
1) A is homogeneous and contains a Cantor set ([7]); 
2) A is homogeneous and does not contain a Cantor set ([7]); 
3) A is homogeneous and does not admit the structure of a topological group ([8]); 
4) A is rigid (this paper). 
A partition of R into homogeneous homeomorphic parts was first constructed by 
Menu ([5]). 
The following two questions remain open: Does there exist a subspace A = R\A 
such that 
5) A is strongly homogeneous? ([7]), or 
6) A is a subgroup of R, or more generally, a topological group? ([B]) 
(e) Independently, S. Shelah has also constructed a decomposition of R into two 
homeomorphic rigid parts (Abstracts AMS, Vol. 4 Nr. 2); in fact, he has proved a 
much more genera1 result providing such partitions for other spaces as well. 
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